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The National Museum of Slovenia (NMS)
in Ljubljana boasts an important collection of
historical arms and armour. Among its highlights,
perhaps the best known group of material is
represented by archaeological finds of swords dating
from the Middle Ages. These have already been
a subject of considerable research. Nevertheless,
it is regrettable that much of the work carried
out to date remains largely inaccessible to nonSlovenian readers due to a lack of international
publications.
The vast majority of medieval swords kept by
the National Museum of Slovenia were discovered
in waterways, as is common elsewhere across
Europe (Oakeshott 2004, 3-4). Of those, by far
the richest local archaeological site has been
the Ljubljanica, a river in central Slovenia only
41 km long, yet formerly a traffic route of great
importance. According to various estimates, this
location has yielded as many as 65 double-edged
swords from the medieval period; at least 36 have
been documented in detail, and 27 are currently
owned by the National Museum of Slovenia – eight
are kept at the Department of History and Applied
Art and 19 at the Archaeological Department
(Nabergoj 2015, 219).

The earliest sword finds from the Ljubljanica
were already acquired by the Carniolan
Landesmuseum, original predecessor of today’s
National Museum of Slovenia, soon after its
founding in 1821. It appears that they were
discovered largely by chance, particularly in
seasons of drought and low water levels, and
also during various regulation works carried out
along the riverbed and the nearby Ljubljana
Marshes. During the last quarter of the 19th century
increasingly ambitious attempts were made to
investigate the riverbed more systematically.
Moreover, from the late 1970s onwards, the
increased availability of modern diving equipment
stimulated extensive underwater investigations of
the Ljubljanica river. These efforts – both official
surveys sponsored by the National Museum and
illegal excavations carried out by private individuals
– have unearthed a great quantity of new material,
including medieval cut-and-thrust weapons.
To date, the subject of historical arms and
armour has been treated rather marginally by the
Slovenian historiography and archaeology. The
earliest solid attempts at a scholarly evaluation
of the arms and armour from National Museum
of Slovenia began in the 1950s, culminating in
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a major exhibition organised by the curator
Ferdinand Tancik (1971). During the same period,
the Museum’s rapidly expanding conservation
workshop began with large-scale treatment of the
arms and armour collection for the first time. On
the whole, these efforts contributed many positive
results. Nevertheless, it is unfortunate that the heavy
reliance on highly aggressive cleaning methods,
particularly electrolysis, produced a number of
detrimental side-effects, such as overcleaning
of valuable objects, and in many cases a more
or less complete loss of the original surface, as
is well evident from the photographic material
reproduced on the following pages.
The sudden outburst of research efforts in the
immediate post-war period proved to be somewhat
short-lived. Little original work was produced in
subsequent decades until a new shift in the 1990s,
which was marked by a renewed interest in the
archaeological finds from the Ljubljanica river.
Particularly important studies were advanced by
T. Nabergoj, who first focused specifically on
medieval swords in his MA thesis (Nabergoj 2001),
and later expanded this work to cover other types
of arms, armour and equestrian equipment as part
of his PhD dissertation (Nabergoj 2015).
In recent years, medieval and early modern
arms and armour have become an increasingly
popular subject at the National Museum of
Slovenia, as demonstrated by a number of new
exhibitions: for instance, the permanent display
of arms and armour collection of the Department
of History and Applied Art (2008, renovated in
2016), a temporary exhibition of archaeological
finds from the Ljubljanica (“The Ljubljanica –
A River and its Past”, 2009, 2011-2012), an
exhibition on chivalry (“Knight, Lady and Dragon.
The Heritage of Medieval Warriors”, 2012-2014),
as well as the recent permanent exhibition of
medieval archaeology featuring a sizeable display
of medieval swords from the Department of
Archaeology (2016).
Considerable efforts have been invested into
interdisciplinary research of arms and armour as
well. In addition to analytical work performed in
house, close collaboration with outside specialists
has become particularly important in recent years.
The use of scientific analyses such as XRF
spectroscopy, SEM-EDS, metallography, hardness
testing, X-ray, neutron and gamma radiography,
etc. has become indispensable in the interpretation
of museum objects (Lazar, Nemeček 2013).
This methodology has been applied successfully
to a range of material from the National Museum
of Slovenia: mail (Wood 2011) and plate armour
(Williams 2011; Lazar, Nabergoj, Bitenc 2016),

late-medieval artillery (Lazar 2015), as well as
cut-and-thrust weapons such as the single-edged
falchion (Fajfar et al. 2013) and Malayan kris
daggers (Nečemer et al. 2013). However, no
systematic analytical work had been carried out
on one of the largest, and arguably most valuable,
groups of medieval militaria from the Museum’s
collections – the double-edged “knightly” swords.
To address this deficiency, a major research
project was undertaken in 2013. A selection
of objects from the Museum’s historical and
archaeological collections were submitted to
hardness testing and metallography. The hardness
results quoted for the whole sword blades were
obtained by using an electronic surface hardness
tester (a Branson Krautkramer Sonodur). For the
purpose of metallographic analyses, small samples
of material were carefully removed from the
examined items, usually from the edge, core and/or
tip of the blade. The samples were polished, etched
and examined by using an optical microscope.
When possible, the more accurate Vickers
microhardness testing was performed as well.
The load used was set to 100 g.
The following publication presents the
analyses of six double-edged swords and one
sabre from the Department of History and Applied
Art, chronologically dating from the 12th to the
end of the 15th century.
Metallography
In medieval Europe bloomery iron was the
product of heating iron ore with charcoal in a small
furnace. The iron ore was reduced to iron, but
never melted, since the melting-point of pure iron
is 1550ºC, and therefore never entirely separated
from the slag formed by non-metallic impurities.
The lump (or “bloom”) of iron formed might be
forged out into bars, or plates, but they would
still be full of slag inclusions.
The product of the bloomery would be
a heterogeneous lump, parts of which would be
of higher carbon content than others. Early smiths
would have found that some samples of “iron”
were harder than others, but whether they could
be deliberately produced was another matter. The
simplest way of obtaining steel is simply to make
a large bloom, drop it into water, and then pick
out the hardest fragments. These fragments would
then have to be forged back together to make
anything but the smallest artefact, however, so
this method was an extremely inefficient one.
A more efficient way of proceeding could
be to make an artefact of iron, and then convert
part of it to steel. This might be done by forgewelding a steel edge, to an iron back, or by “case-
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Fig. 1. National Museum of Slovenia: 1-3 – sword N 35676; 4-5 – sword N 35676, sample taken from the mid-section of the blade. Scale bar =
50 µm (4) and 10 µm (5). Uniform very fine pearlite that has been partly spheroidised, i.e. the results of a rapid cooling and reheating (a quenchand-temper that has not been carried out quite effectively); 6-7 – sample taken from the edge of the blade. Scale bar = 50 µm (6) and 10 µm (7).
A uniform acicular material which is probably tempered bainite (1-2 – photo by T. Lauko; 3 – drawing by I. Murgelj; 4-7 – photomicrograph
by A. Williams).
Ryc. 1. Słoweńskie Muzeum Narodowe: 1-3 – miecz N 35676; 4-5 – miecz N 35676, próbka pobrana ze środkowej części głowni. Skala = 50 μm
(4) i 10 μm (5). Jednorodny bardzo drobny perlit, częściowo sferoidyzowany, tj. rezultat szybkiego schłodzenia i ponownego nagrzania
(hartowanie i odpuszczanie, które nie zostało przeprowadzone zbyt efektywnie); 6-7 – próbka pobrana z ostrza głowni. Skala = 50 μm (6) i 10 μm
(7). Jednorodny materiał iglasty, będący prawdopodobnie odpuszczonym bainitem (1-2 – fot. T. Lauko; 3 – rys. I. Murgelj; 4-7 – mikrofot.
A. Williams).
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Fig. 2. National Museum of Slovenia: 1-2 – sword N 37656; 3-5 – sword N 37656, sample taken from the core of the blade. Scale bar = 25 µm
(2) and 10 µm (3-4). Lath martensite, slightly tempered; 6 – sample taken from the edge of the blade. Scale bar = 25 µm. Uniform tempered
martensite (1-2 – photo by T. Lazar; 3-6 – photomicrograph by A. Williams).
Ryc. 2. Słoweńskie Muzeum Narodowe: 1-2 – miecz N 37656; 3-5 – miecz N 37656, próbka pobrana z rdzenia głowni. Skala = 25 μm (2) i 10 μm
(3-4). Martenzyt płytkowy, lekko odpuszczony; 6 – próbka pobrana z ostrza głowni. Skala = 25 μm. Jednorodny martenzyt odpuszczony
(1-2 – fot. T. Lazar; 3-6 – mikrofot. A. Williams).

carburising” the edge; that is, heating the iron in
contact with carbon for several hours. Adding
a steel part to an iron part, however, still does
not require the smith to know how to make steel.
Its production may be a matter entirely of chance,
as long as its presence can be identified.
Iron weapons and tools did not become
superior to bronze until the discovery was made
that quenching after carburisation resulted in
a dramatic increase in hardness. The process is
a difficult one to manipulate, however, as the
hardness is due to the formation of martensite, an
excess of which leads to embrittlement. Hardness
is measured on the Vickers Pyramid Hardness
(VPH) Scale and its units are kg. mm-2.

What can be seen microscopically
Ferrite crystals are pure iron, and appear as
irregular white areas. Only the grain boundaries
are actually visible. Hardness = 80-120 VPH.
Pearlite is a mixture of iron and iron carbide
containing up to 0.8% C. It has a grey, lamellar
appearance, and a hardness up to 250-300 VPH.
It may be formed when red-hot steels are cooled
in air.
Cementite, iron carbide, Fe3C, may be found
as part of the mixture in pearlite. Annealing may
cause the cementite to form globules.
At high temperatures iron can dissolve a good
deal of carbon. On equilibrium cooling, carbon is
rejected as iron carbide and the low temperature
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Fig. 3. National Museum of Slovenia: 1-3 – sword N 4515; 4-5 – sword N 4515, sample taken from the edge of the blade. Scale bar = 50 µm (4) and
10 µm (5). Uniform tempered martensite with a small amount of ferrite (1 – drawing by I. Murgelj; 2-3 – photo by T. Lauko; 4-5 – photomicrograph
by A. Williams).
Ryc. 3. Słoweńskie Muzeum Narodowe: 1-3 – miecz N 4515; 4-5 – miecz N 4515, próbka pobrana z ostrza głowni. Skala = 50 μm (4) i 10 μm (5).
Jednorodny martenzyt odpuszczony z niewielką ilością ferrytu (1 – rys I. Murgelj; 2-3 – fot. T. Lauko; 4-5 – mikrofot. A. Williams).
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form of iron (ferrite) is formed. A steel containing
0.8% C (eutectoid) transforms completely to pearlite
at a constant temperature. Most steels of below
0.8% C (hypoeutectoid) contain mixtures of ferrite
and pearlite.
Martensite is formed in quenched steels.
The rate of cooling generally has to be rapid to
avoid the formation of pearlite. It appears like
laths, in steels of up to 0.5% C, with some
triangular symmetry. In steels of medium-carbon
content (0.5%-1.0% C) it can display an acicular
appearance. Its hardness depends upon the C%
and can vary from 200 to over 800 VPH. This is
associated with extreme brittleness (a razor blade,
for example).
“Tempering” or gentle reheating (in the region
between 200ºC and 600ºC) reduces the hardness
somewhat but increases the toughness considerably.
The appearance of tempered martensite resembles
the initial martensite, but with a gradual increase
in globular appearance as the size of cementite
particles increases.
The preferred modern technique of hardening
steels is full-quenching followed by tempering,
but this depends upon knowledge of the carbon
content and the accurate control of temperature
and time. All of these requirements were difficult
to meet in medieval Europe, and so other techniques
of heat-treatment were often employed.
“Slack-quenching”
This was the name given to a method of
heat-treatment obsolete by the 20th century, but
still in use by many craftsmen. In “full quenching”,
the red-hot artefact is plunged into water, or
some other liquid, which cools it so quickly that
only martensite is formed. In “slack quenching”
the artefact is cooled less rapidly, so that very
fine pearlite, and perhaps bainite, forms as well
as martensite. This mixture is less hard, but also less
brittle, and obviates the need for a second
tempering process. A delayed quench, or an
interrupted quench, will result in a slower overall
rate of cooling, and so they are means of slackquenching. If the red-hot artefact is plunged into the
cooling liquid, and then withdrawn, then
two things will happen; martensite will start to
form, but not all the steel will form martensite,
and the remainder will form pearlite. Then the
heat stored in the interior will travel out into the
martensite, and temper it. This is called “timequenching” and might be regarded as a variant
of “slack-quenching”.
Many of the “hardening recipes” collected so
assiduously in the Middle Ages are in fact recipes
for slack-quenching. Quenching and tempering

separately do not seem to have become common
until the 15th century.
Bainite may also appear in heat-treated steels.
Non-equilibrium cooling, but at a rate not fast
enough to form martensite, may result in bainite
being formed. It has an appearance somewhat like
needles. Its hardness is usually between 200-400
VPH.
1. One-handed sword (Fig. 1:1-3)
NMS, Inv. No. N 35676;
12th century;
Steel, silver wire; overall length – 96.8 cm, blade
length – 83.2 cm, blade width – 4.6 cm, weight – 840 g;
Provenance: 19th century archaeological find
from the Ljubljanica river.
The sword is fitted with a flat, thin cutting
blade with a long fuller, extending almost all
the way to the tip, which is broken off. The tang
is short and quite stout, with a massive brazilnut pommel – type B as per Ewart Oakeshott’s
clasification (Oakeshott 2004). The sword was
found complete with a short, straight crossguard,
but the latter is now missing. The blade is
decorated with inlaid silver inscriptions: “ScS
BENEDICTVS” on one side and “MA” on the
other. In addition, a small mark in the shape of
a feather-fletched arrow is engraved immediately at
the end of the fuller (Lazar, Nabergoj, Bitenc 2013,
Cat. No. 109; Nabergoj 2015, Cat. No. 001 – M1).
Aside from its relatively wide fuller, the features
of this sword are consistent with Oakeshott’s Type
XI (Oakeshott 2004, Cat. nos. XI.3, XI.4). Swords
of similar style are known from various collections
in Central (Geibig 1991, Cat. nos. 8, 24, 28, 66) and
South-Eastern Europe (Kovač 2005, Cat. No. 15;
Sijarić 2014, 52-65). Most are dated into the
second half of the 12th century, though even an
earlier date might be possible. The N 35676’s state
of preservation is relatively poor when compared
to the majority of other medieval swords from the
Ljubljanica. The blade is heavily pitted and much
of the material is now missing due to extensive
corrosion and harsh conservation treatment employed
in the past.
The sword was made of steel – but not
necessarily one piece of steel. It may well have
been made of several pieces welded together. It
has been given a heat-treatment of some sort in an
attempt to harden it. This was probably a slackquench (Fig. 1:4-7).
2. Fragment of the one-handed sword
(Fig. 2:1-2)
NMS, Inv. No. N 37656;
12th century;
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Fig. 4. National Museum of Slovenia: 1-3 – sword N 4380; 4-5 – sword N 4380, sample taken from the edge of the blade. Scale bar = 25 µm (4) and
10 µm (5). Uniform tempered bainite (?); 6-7 – sword N 4380, sample taken from the end of the blade. Scale bar = 25 µm (6) and 10 µm
(7). Uniform light-etching material which might be tempered, but low-carbon, martensite, or bainite (1 – drawing by I. Murgelj; 2-3 – photo by
T. Lauko; 4-7 – photomicrograph by A. Williams).
Ryc. 4. Słoweńskie Muzeum Narodowe: 1-3 – miecz N 4380; 4-5 – miecz N 4380, próbka pobrana z ostrza głowni. Skala = 25 μm (4) i 10 μm (5).
Jednorodny bainit odpuszczony (?); 6-7 – miecz N 4380, próbka pobrana z końca głowni. Skala = 25 μm (6) i 10 μm (7). Jednorodny trawiący
się jasno materiał, który może być odpuszczonym, ale niskowęglowym, martenzytem lub bainitem (1 – rys. I. Murgelj; 2-3 – fot. T. Lauko;
4-7 – mikrofot. A. Williams).
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Steel; length overall – 24.4 cm, blade length –
10.5 cm, blade width – 4.9 cm;
Provenance: unclear, possibly a 19th century
archaeological find from the Ljubljanica river.
Only a short length of the blade survives,
displaying a wide fuller and two sets of incised
marks: three concentric circles on one side and
a zigzagging line in a rectangular box on the
other. As late as 1971 the blade was still complete.
According to a catalogue description by the
then curator F. Tancik the blade measured
84 cm in length, was slightly tapering in shape,
with a lenticular cross-section and a spatulate
point (Tancik 1971, Cat. No. 60). The present
whereabouts of the missing blade portion are
unknown.
The fragmentary nature of the object makes
any typological characterisation speculative at
best. Overall, the sword in its original form was
probably quite similar to the N 35676 and could
be classified as an Oakeshott Type XI. The hilt
is fitted with a relatively wide brazil-nut pommel
(type A) and a plain straight crossguard (type 1).
A very similar sword, bearing an inscription
“HAKIAI / ME FECIT”, was also discovered in
the Ljubljanica river and is now kept in a private
collection in Croatia (Kovač 2005, Cat. No. 9).
A sword made of steel – but not necessarily
one piece of steel – it may well have been made
of several pieces welded together. It has been
given a heat-treatment to harden it. This was
probably a combination of quenching and tempering
(Fig. 2:3-6).
3. Longsword (Fig. 3:1-3)
NMS, Inv. No. N 4515;
Mid-14th century;
Steel, silver wire; length overall – 117.1 cm,
blade length – 92.9 cm, blade width – 5.5 cm,
weight – 1670 g;
Provenance: 19th century archaeological find
from the Ljubljanica river.
The blade is long, wide, with a well defined
fuller running down two thirds of its length.
A cabbalistic formula “AGLA” is inlaid with silver
wire (now only fragmentarily preserved) inside the
fuller on both sides of the blade. There is a pair
of marks incised at the base of the blade just below
the hilt: a horizontal “I” on one side and an “X”
on the other, as well as another pair of marks at
the very end of the fuller: a shallow horizontal
“U” with an arrow and a horizontal “I”, respectively.
The foible is lenticular in cross-section, terminating
in a spatulate point. The hilt is fitted with a rather
massive straight crossguard (type 2). The quillons
are square in cross-section and flare slightly toward

the tips. The tang is of hand-and-a-half length,
with a massive round pommel (type I) having
deeply chamfered edges (Lazar et. al 2013, Cat.
No. 97; Nabergoj 2015, Cat. No. 016 – M16).
This well preserved weapon is among the
best known swords from the Ljubljanica river,
and also perhaps the one best published to this
day due to the presence of the unusual caballistic
invocation of the Almighty (Nabergoj 2002). Only
one other 14th century sword with the inscription
“AGLA” is known so far – namely, Inv. No. 2/79
from the Burell Collection in Glasgow (Marek
2017, 51-53, 106-109, Fig. 191:b). The sword from
the Ljubljanica can be classified as Oakeshott’s
Type XIIIa (Oakeshott 2004, Cat. Nos. XIIIa.2,
XIIIa.5, XIIIa.8, XIIIa.13), which was intended
primarily for delivering powerful cutting blows.
These greatswords were quite popular throughout
South-Eastern Europe (Kovač 2005, Cat. Nos.
11-13; Bošković, Doračić 2009, Cat. Nos. 10-14;
Sijarić 2014, 94-101).
The overall surface hardness is very low
(150-200 VPH), which suggests that the blade is
mostly iron. However, the presence of martensite
in the edge indicates that a steel edge has been
welded onto an iron body. The sword was clearly
made of several pieces of iron and steel welded
together. It has been given a heat-treatment of
some sort in an attempt to harden it. But the
carbon content was too low to gain much benefit
from this (Fig. 3:4-5).
Results of hardness testing (recorded in VPH,
units are kg.mm-2):
Centre
184, 123, 158;
Edge
136-148;
Tang
90-101.
4. Longsword (Fig. 4:1-3)
NMS, Inv. No. N 4380;
Second half of the 14th century;
Steel, copper wire; length overall – 115.1 cm,
blade length – 88.5 cm, blade width – 4.8 cm,
weight – 1420 g;
Provenance: 19th century archaeological find
from the Ljubljanica river.
The blade is long, relatively wide at the hilt
and tapers uniformly toward the point. A wide,
shallow fuller runs down along the first half of
its length. The foible has a flat hexagonal crosssection. The final section of the blade with the tip
is missing, but in its original form it was probably
quite sharp and well suited for thrusting. The straight
crossguard (type 5) has short, flat quillons flaring
toward the tips. An hourglass-shaped mark is inlaid
with copper wire on one side of the blade a short
distance below the crossguard. There may well
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Fig. 5. National Museum of Slovenia: 1-3 – sword N 4382; 4 – sword N 4382, sample taken from the mid-section of the blade. Scale bar = 10 µm.
A uniform mixture of tempered martensite and an acicular material which is probably tempered bainite; 5 – sword N 4382, sample taken from
the edge of the blade. Scale bar = 50 µm. Ferrite and pearlite – around 0.2% C (1 – drawing by I. Murgelj; 2-3 – photo by T. Lauko; 4-5 – photo
by A. Williams).
Ryc. 5. Słoweńskie Muzeum Narodowe: 1-3 – miecz N 4382; 4 – miecz N 4382, próbka pobrana ze środkowej części głowni. Skala = 10 μm.
Jednorodna mieszanina odpuszczonego martenzytu i iglastego materiału, prawdopodobnie odpuszczonego bainitu; 5 – miecz N 4382, próbka
pobrana z ostrza głowni. Skala = 50 μm. Ferryt i perlit – ok. 0.2% C (1 – rys. I. Murgelj; 2-3 – fot. T. Lauko; 4-5 – fot. A. Williams).
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have been other marks stamped below the hilt as
well, but unfortunately that section of the blade
is heavily pitted due to corrosion. The tang is
sufficiently long to accommodate two hands.
The flat, oval disc-shaped pommel with chamfered
edges (type H1) bears no visible decoration. In its
present state, it has slid downwards slightly toward
the hilt (Nabergoj 2015, Cat. No. 030 – M30). The
tang bears two plain horizontal incisions on one
side and three on the other. Their purpose remains
unclear but they were probably workshop marks;
identical stamps can be found on a 14th century
sword from the Croatian History Museum in Zagreb
(Bošković, Doračić 2009, Cat. No. 9).
The N 4380 is a good example of a late-14th
century longsword in the German tradition. It is
a fairly massive weapon equally adept at cutting
and thrusting, and well suited for armoured combat.
The combination of a long hilt and a tapering blade
with a half-length fuller and a heavy hexagonal
cross-section is characteristic of Oakeshott’s Type
XVIa (Oakeshott 2004, Cat. No. XVIa.1, Kovač
2005, Cat. No. 18; Bošković, Doračić 2009, Cat.
Nos. 20, 23; Sijarić 2014, 124-126).
A sword made of steel – but not necessarily
one piece of steel. It may well have been made
of several pieces welded together. It has been
given a heat-treatment of some sort in an attempt
to harden it. This was probably a slack-quench
(Fig. 4:4-7).
5. Longsword (Fig. 5:1-3)
NMS, Inv. No. N 4382;
Second half of the 15th century;
Steel; length overall – 108.2 cm, blade length
– 84.5 cm, blade width – 4.3 cm, weight – 1230 g;
Provenance: 19th century archaeological find
from the Ljubljanica river.
The blade is relatively wide, with three narrow
fullers running down the first half of its length
and transitioning into a flat, thin lenticular crosssection. The edges are parallel, with no perceptible
taper. The final section of the blade is missing, but
it may be assumed that the tip was originally quite
spatulate. The hilt is of hand-and-a-half length. It is
fitted with an S-shaped crossguard (type 12), with
two laterally curved, widened quillons of triangular
cross-section. The flat pommel eludes Oakeshott’s
typology. It is rectangular, almost square in shape,
with chamfered edges and a round stamp in the
centre, containing an equilateral “X” or cross
(Nabergoj 2015, Cat. No. 029 – M29).
Hand-and-a-half swords with long, wide
blades intended mostly for cutting were highly
popular throughout South-Eastern Europe during
the late-medieval period. A specific subtype, not

commonly encountered north of the Alps, appeared
in the second half of the 15th century. Like its
predecessors, it was fitted with a long, thin blade
with a single fuller, more or less parallel-running
edges and a rather spatulate point. However, the
formerly straight, plain crossguard was replaced
with a more ornate one shaped in the manner
of a horizontal “S”. The pommel was usually
flat, often square or rectangular in shape (Kovač
2005, Cat. No. 19; Bošković, Doračić 2009,
Cat. No. 15-18). Swords made in this style are
sometimes called “spada (alla) schiavonesca” by
Italian-speaking writers, as they clearly inspired
the “schiavona” of the slightly later period (Boccia,
Coelho 1975, Cat. No. 166). The N 4382 differs
from the majority of similar swords mainly in
regard to its triple-fullered blade, classifying it as
Oakeshott’s Type XX (Oakeshott 2004, Cat. Nos.
XX.2, XX.3, XX.4).
The sword was made of steel – but not
necessarily one piece of steel. It may well have
been made of several pieces welded together,
but a lower-carbon material has ended up on the
cutting edge – the reverse of what was desirable.
It has been given a heat-treatment of some sort
in an attempt to harden it. This was probably
a slack-quench (Fig. 5:4-5).
6. Longsword (Fig. 6:1-3)
NMS, Inv. No. N 4426;
Late 15th century;
Steel, brass wire; length overall – 105.6 cm,
blade length – 82.3 cm, blade width – 4.7 cm,
weight – 1320 g;
Provenance: 19th century archaeological find
from the Ljubljanica river.
The double-edged blade is wide and relatively
thin. It has a shallow fuller running down the first
third of tis length, transitioning into a flat lenticular
profile and ending in a spatulate point. A maker’s
mark is inlaid into the fuller on each side of the blade
with brass wire. Its shape is barely recognizable,
resembling a cross on one side and a double
triangle on the other. The hilt is fitted with a large
oval side ring. The quillons are bent into an “S”
shape, with the ends closed into slightly circular
loops. The loops are somewhat triangular in crosssection, forming a longitudinal ridge. The side ring
as well as the quillons are each decorated with two
groups of vertical incisions. The tang is sufficiently
long to accommodate a two-handed grip, ending
with a plain flat rectangular pommel (Nabergoj
2015, Cat. No. 027 – M27).
The overall features of this sword characterise
it as the “schiavonesca” (Boccia, Coelho 1975,
Cat. Nos. 165-167; Bošković, Doračić 2009,
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Fig. 6. National Museum of Slovenia: 1-3 – sword N 4426; 4-6 – sword N 4426, sample taken from the edge of the blade. Scale bar = 50 µm
(4,6) and 10 µm (5). Mostly tempered martensite with a white-metal inclusion; 7-8 – sword N 4426, sample taken from the tip of the blade.
Scale bar = 50 µm (7) and 10 µm (8). Probably bainite, or a low-carbon slightly tempered (light-etching) martensite (1 – drawing by I. Murgelj;
2-3 – photo by T. Lauko; 4-8 – photomicrograph by A. Williams).
Ryc. 6. Słoweńskie Muzeum Narodowe: 1-3 – miecz N 4426; 4-6 – miecz N 4426, próbka pobrana z ostrza głowni. Skala = 50 μm (4,6)
i 10 μm (5). Głównie odpuszczony martenzyt z wtrąceniem białego metalu; 7-8 – miecz N 4426, próbka pobrana ze sztychu głowni. Skala =
50 μm (7) i 10 μm (8). Prawdopodobnie bainit lub niskowęglowy lekko odpuszczony (trawiący się jasno) martenzyt (1 – rys. I. Murgelj;
2-3 – fot. T. Lauko; 4-8 – mikrofot. A. Williams).
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Fig. 7. National Museum of Slovenia: 1-2 – sabre N 4529; 3-5 – sabre N 4529, sample taken from the edge of the blade. Scale bar = 50 µm (3) and
10 µm (4-5). Uniform fine pearlite, partly spheroidised in places with a network of carbide globules but no free ferrite visible. Perhaps a botched
heat-treatment; 6-7 – sabre N 4529, sample taken from the tip of the blade. Scale bar = 50 µm (6) and 10 µm (7). Tempered bainite (?) with carbide
granules and some ferrite and tempered martensite (1-2 – photo by T. Lauko; 3-7 – photomicrograph by A. Williams).
Ryc. 7. Słoweńskie Muzeum Narodowe: 1-2 – szabla N 4529; 3-5 – szabla N 4529, próbka pobrana z ostrza głowni. Skala = 50 μm (3) i 10 μm
(4-5). Jednorodny drobny perlit, częściowo sferoidyzowany w miejscach z siatką globulek węglików, lecz nie widać wolnego ferrytu. Zapewne źle przeprowadzone hartowanie; 6-7 – szabla N 4529, próbka pobrana ze sztychu głowni. Skala = 50 μm (6) i 10 μm (7). Bainit
odpuszczony (?) z granulkami węglików, nieco ferrytu i martenzytu odpuszczonego (1-2 – fot. T. Lauko; 3-7 – mikrofot. A. Williams).
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Cat. No. 15-18). However, its hilt shape is highly
specific and cannot be described accurately by
using Oakeshott’s standard typology. Instead of
a simple horizontal “S” crossguard the quillons
end in closed loops, with a large oval side ring
attached on one side. This curious hilt form is very
rare and has been observed only on two other
known examples of late 15th century “schiavonesca”
swords found in the Slovenian region – one
from the National Museum of Slovenia (Inv. No.
N 4524) and another one now kept in a private
collection in Croatia (Kovač 2005, Cat. No. 23).
The sword was made of steel – but not
necessarily one piece of steel. It may well have
been made of several pieces welded together.
It has been given a heat-treatment of some sort
in an attempt to harden it (Fig. 6:4-8).
7. Sabre (Fig. 7:1-2)
NMS, Inv. No. N 4529;
Second half of the 15th century;
Steel; length overall – 98.5 cm, blade length –
79.4 cm, blade width – 3.8 cm.
Provenance: archaeological find from the
Sava river near Kranj, purchased by the National
Museum in 1940.
The slightly curved, single-edged blade
has a V-shaped cross-section and a straight clip
point. The S-shaped crossguard with wide, flaring
quillons is attached to the base of the blade, which
is pierced with a small round hole. A rather massive
flat pommel with prominent side knobs is riveted
to the end of the tang, which is almost of handand-a-half length. At a first glance, the N 4529
resembles an early form of sabre adopted by
the Hungarian light cavalry in the 15th century.
Weapons of that type are characterised by a slightly
curved, single-edged fullered blade widening
into a prominent yelman toward the tip (Jäger
2010, 4, 13).
However, the N 4529 is clearly a composite
made up of several distinctive elements. Its blade

originally belonged to a long “Messer”, as indicated
by the hole at the base of the blade where a short
straight crossguard was pinned with a short peg
or lug to complete the assembly. The grip was
originally of full tang construction, fitted with
a pair of riveted scales and most likely also a small
metal cap in place of a pommel (Wagner, Drobná,
Durdík 1960, 47; Seitz 1965, 192-197, 217-220).
At some point, probably in the late 15th century, the
“Messer” was reworked into a sabre, reflecting the
new fashion influenced by the Ottoman incursions.
The pinned crossguard was removed and replaced
with an S-shaped “schiavonesca” hilt. The wide
scale tang was reshaped into a much narrower
whittle tang, fitted with a wide pommel. A similar
weapon with a Messer-shaped blade, albeit of
hand-and-a-half overall length and fitted from
start with a “schiavonesca” hilt, is known from
the Ljubljanica (Turk et al. 2009, Cat. No. 102).
The sabre was made of steel, but not
necessarily a single billet. It may well have been
made of several pieces welded together. It has
been given a heat-treatment of some sort in an
attempt to harden it. The blade may have been
quenched and overtempered (Fig. 7:3-7).
Final comments
Steel was so much more expensive than
iron (five or six times in Medieval England) that
smiths would generally try to put a steel edge onto
the iron body of a tool or weapon – sometimes
getting the steel in the wrong place. Swords made
out of several pieces of steel were known, but
would been very costly and limited to high-status
warriors, such as some of those found in the graves
at Mikulčice (Hošek, Košta 2013; 2014; Williams
2010; 2012).
The microconstituents present show that
some attempt was made to harden all of these
weapons. Slack-quenching was understandably
popular, since heat-treatment by full-quenching
and tempering was unreliable in its results,

Inv. No.

Date

Blade composition

Heat-treatment

Microstructure

N 35676

12th
century
12th
century
14th
century
14
century
15th
century
late 15th
century
15th
century

steel edge

slack-quenched

very fine pearlite + bainite

Microhardness testing
(VPH)
not possible

steel edge

slack-quenched

martensite + bainite

not possible

iron with steel edge

tempered martensite + ferrite

not possible

steel edge

quenched & tempered – but
low C%
slack-quenched & tempered

397-464 (edge)

iron (edge) & steel

slack-quenched

over-tempered martensite +
bainite
bainite + martensite

steel edge

quenched & tempered

478-613 (tip)

steel edge

quenched & over-tempered

tempered martensite + ferrite +
bainite
very fine pearlite + overtempered martensite

N 37656
N 4515
N 4380
N 4382
N 4426
N 4529

429-450 (core)

493-542 (tip)
294-405 (edge – area
of very fine pearlite)
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because the carbon content was both variable
and unknown, and accurate measurement of
time and temperature was difficult. Similarly,
overtempering was easily brought about.
The various methods of slack-quenching
(delayed quenching, interrupted quenching, or

“time quenching”) might produce mixtures of
martensite, very fine pearlite, and an acicular
material, which is here described as bainite, in
varying proportions.
The only clear examples here of full-quenching
and tempering is found in the swords of latest date.
Alan Williams PhD
The Wallace Collection
Conservation Department
London
Tomaž Lazar PhD
National Museum of Slovenia
Department of History and Applied Art
Ljubljana
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KOLEKCJA ŚREDNIOWIECZNYCH MIECZY Z NARODOWEGO MUZEUM SŁOWENII –
BADANIA METALOGRAFICZNE I TESTY TWARDOŚCII
Streszczenie
W kolekcji Muzeum Narodowego Słowenii znajduje się znaczący zbiór mieczy datowanych na okres
średniowiecza. Praktycznie wszystkie zostały odnalezione w nurtach rzek, głównie w rzece Ljubljanicy, która
była wówczas ważnym szlakiem komunikacyjnym.
Chociaż zabytki te były już przedmiotem badań naukowych, to – jak dotąd – wiele publikacji było w dużej
mierze niedostępnych dla niesłoweńskich czytelników.
W niniejszym artykule przedstawiono sześć obosiecznych mieczy oraz jedną późnośredniowieczną

szablę przechowywane w Dziale Historii i Sztuki
Stosowanej Muzeum Narodowego Słowenii. Oprócz
ich prezentacji historycznej i typologicznej każdy
z zabytków został zbadany metalograficznie, a w jednym przypadku wykonano też testy twardości. Są to
pierwsze tego typu badania średniowiecznych mieczy
z terytorium Słowenii. Wyniki tych analiz pozwalają
na wgląd w technologię średniowiecznej broni białej
i stanowią użyteczny materiał do dalszych badań
porównawczych.

